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Bridgeport, Connecticut, 1974. A crowd of more than 2,000 onlookers gathered. National media

reported jumping furniture, floating refrigerators, and attacking entities. Decades after the publicity

quieted, more than 40 hours of never-before-released interviews with police officers, firefighters,

and others tell the story as it actually unfolded. In The World's Most Haunted House, listeners will:

Relive the experience, the terror, the rampant emotions, and the unexplainable events that took

place in that house as they happened Have access to revealing excerpts from actual interviews,

police reports, and rare documents Access unreleased audio, poltergeist sounds, and an old radio

broadcast With The World's Most Haunted House, return to 1974 and feel the Lindley Street

experience from the inside. Find out why it is deemed the haunting that should have brought the

paranormal into mainstream science.
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In a time when everyone and their uncle is writing a book on the paranormal, it becomes harder and

harder to sift through the more dubious and fantastical accounts and find a book that presents well

documented facts and evidence of a haunting occurrence that is both frightening and fascinating.

William J. Hall has done a phenomenal job researching the haunting on Lindley Street, providing

documents and fascinating interviews with witnesses, which include actual police reports. At first

one would lean towards this haunting as having been a hoax, but in reading The World's Most

Haunted House, the evidence points away from hoaxing and leaves the reader wondering what truly



was plaguing this family in their tiny home? This was not a case of a family telling stories that had

happened to them, the frightening poltergeist-like activity was witnessed by many, including the

policemen, firemen, and other professionals called in to help the family find the cause of their

disturbances.If you want to read a well-written and researched account of the Lindley Street

haunting, I urge you to read The World's Most Haunted House. It will leave you wondering, and

wanting more.

This book is a frightening roller coaster of a true paranormal account. It will open up your mind and

keep pages turning. The author has the ability to walk you through the entire process of a

supernatural investigation making sense of actual interview transcriptions from police, clergy, and

paranormal investigators. His writing style will put you front and center witnessing the horrifying

events that took place on Lindley Street. A great read! - Frank Lasorso

I've investigated alleged hauntings since the 1970's, so the story of the poltergeist outbreak on

Lindley Street was well known among the small community of paranormal investigators. Hall is to

commended for pulling together testimony and witness reports from events occurring over forty

years ago. Needless to say, paranormal investigating in 1971 was nothing like it is today. Hall

describes the raw chaos generated by unexplained phenomena that mystified the police, fire

department, Catholic priests, and paranormal investigators (such as they were). Take a troubled

family plagued by intense paranormal activity, throw in the media and the general public who turned

out in droves to see whatever could be seen and you have a situation escalating out of control. Hall

presents the information as factually as he can and lets the reader come to his own conclusions.

Through his painstakingly detailed research, Hall has given us a book that is not only an excellent

read for paranormal enthusiasts, but one that adds to our understanding of what may lie behind

poltergeist activity.

An excellent book, one I've long waited for since I wrote briefly about the situation in my book

PASSING STRANGE.THE WORLD'S MOST HAUNTED HOUSE is the book THE AMITYVILLE

HORROR should have been. While that was an influential hoax, selling millions of copies along with

its bill of goods, Mr. Hall's book is a thoroughly researched, well documented story of what can only

be called a true and terrifying paranormal event. If you don't believe that weird stuff happens, you

will when you read this and listen to the witnesses: cops, firemen, reporters. In fact, I know one of

the witnesses personally.Highly recommended. Indispensable.



Full disclosure: I know the author and he says I had a hand in helping him find a publisher for the

book. That out of the way, and even though I like the author personally, I truly enjoyed this book.

What most impressed me is his telling the reader that he reached a point where proving it was a

hoax became more difficult than proving it was real -- there were just too many witnesses and

incidents to believe it was fake. Well written and meticulously researched.

This book is one of the best researched books I have read on hauntings it documents a long time

poltergeist haunting that was continual and nonstop most the time the events in this book took

please in front of police men fire dept and many many numerous eyewitnesses I highly recommend

not reading this book at bedtime if you are prone to night mares the events in this book were scarey

to the law enforcement officials who witnessed them.

Growing up in CT my whole life, I knew that this state was very haunted, but I didn't know to what

extent until after reading this book. I heard about this case last year when I went to the Warren's

Occult Museum because Lorraine had newspaper clippings displayed about the Bridgeport

poltergeist. She nor anyone else there talked about it much, but after hearing from a friend that

there was going to be a book on it, I knew I had to buy a copy. In a span of 4 hours, I read the book

cover to cover and was truly fascinated by this case. Not only was this book extremely well written

and thorough, there were tons of reference pictures and reports that made this case seem even

more real. I always love finding out about cases like this especially if they are so close to where I

live. I highly recommend this book to anyone who is interested or curious about the paranormal. It's

a read that'll be sure to make the hair on your neck stand up!.
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